
With the departure of Boris Johnson, the two remaining contenders for the
leader of the Conservative Party have started to outline their future policies.
Former chancellor Rishi Sunak had stated that there would be tax cuts in the
future, but only when inflation has been brought under control. 

In a recent campaign shift, he vowed to cut the 5% VAT on household energy
bills to help families with rising living costs. 

Liz Truss has suggested that she would reverse the rise in National Insurance
that came into effect in April, scrap a planned rise in corporation tax set to
increase from 19% to 25% in 2023, and would suspend what is known as the
“green levy” which is part of your energy bill that pays for social and green
projects.  

Welcome to our round-up of the latest
business news for our clients. 

Please get in touch with us if you want
to talk about how these updates affect
your business. We are here to support
you!

RISHI OR LIZ -
WILL THERE BE
TAX CHANGES?
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Have gathered information about existing and

potential customers' needs and wants;

Have facilitated a discussion about the marketing

actions the company should take; 

Know the unique selling points that this business

has and how to take advantage of these;

Understand how to differentiate the business

from competitors; and

Produce a marketing plan.

The logic is that you gather information about your

business and get an insight into the way customers

and prospective customers think and make purchase

decisions. So, take a day out to work on your

marketing plan and set some targets. 

By the end, you should be in a position to:

A marketing plan sets out how you are going to put

your business strategy into practice. The marketing

plan ensures that everyone in the business knows

what you are trying to do and what they need to do

to make it happen.

Please talk to us – we can provide you with a

marketing template to get your thoughts into a plan

so you can take action and grow your business!   

Regardless of who wins the contest, changes are on the

horizon and it is an appropriate time to remind you that

there are still opportunities to minimise your tax bill

for this year. We would specifically suggest a tax

planning meeting to review tax-saving opportunities

such as pension planning and dividends to salaries

strategies. 

Some planning will be appropriate and some will not,

but we think they are all worth exploring. Please

contact us for further information. We will be

delighted to discuss your options. 

DO YOU HAVE A MARKETING PLAN?

Successful businesses have two things in common – a

thorough understanding of customer needs and a total

dedication to their customers.

Who their customers are;

Their customers’ perception of the company and

their needs; and

How to attract them back time and time again.

This involves the process of knowing:
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HMRC have started writing letters to some companies

that have been making claims for Research and

Development (R&D) relief suggesting that they may be

fraudulent. This is the result of the system being

abused by some spurious claims, but the tone of the

letter may alarm some recipients.

The HMRC Fraud Investigations Services unit has made

the following statement

“We have recently seen some concerning claims. To

prevent abuse of the Research & Development relief and

protect legitimate customers, we have conducted

additional checks. Where evidence leads us to believe that

fraudulent claims may have been made, we will issue these

letters which ask for more information to help verify the

claims.

We have not written to R&D claimants accusing them of

fraud. These letters state that we have not opened a

criminal investigation into suspected fraud but reserve the

right to do so.”

The letter invites recipients to get in touch with HMRC

within 30 days if they believe their claim is genuine. It

warns that anything a company might say to HMRC

about their claim could be used as evidence in respect

of any future criminal investigation.

Please contact us immediately if you receive such a

letter.

HMRC GETTING HEAVY ON R&D
CLAIMS

THE IDEAS MARKETPLACE

Hear about funding opportunities from across the

UK Government;

Access exclusive competitions;

Collaborate with other innovators to make ideas a

success;

Engage with industry leaders and learn more about

the defence and security landscape; and

Foster collaborative relationships and partnerships

The Ideas Marketplace is an online networking

collaboration platform where innovators can discuss,

collaborate and share ideas with like-minded users. The

goal is to overcome defence and security challenges

and help deliver the next generation of defence and

security tools and services.

It spans from helping innovators gain expertise and

specialist support to develop technologies, to forming

longstanding partnerships and finding new funding

opportunities.

The Ideas Marketplace will help innovators to:

 

See: Introducing the Ideas Marketplace - GOV.UK

(www.gov.uk)
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In the consultation, Defra sets out options for future

distribution of additional quota from 2023.

See: Consultation on Managing Quota in 2023 and

Beyond - Defra - Citizen Space

CONSULTATION ON MANAGING
FISHING QUOTA IN 2023 AND
BEYOND
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs (Defra) has launched a consultation on

Managing Quota in 2023 and Beyond.

The UK is now an independent coastal state with

rights and duties under the United Nations

Convention on the Law of the Sea to control and

manage the resources in our waters. The UK has

left the EU and the common fisheries policy and,

over the coming years, Defra will reform how we

manage our fisheries. This includes the freedom to

negotiate with the EU and other coastal states for

a fairer share of fishing opportunities. Defra has

previously committed to exploring new

methodologies for apportioning and allocating any

additional quota that is negotiated by virtue of the

UK's new independent status. 

The Fisheries Act 2020 provides the legal

framework for the distribution of quota and sets

out the fisheries objectives we must achieve. Defra

is working with the devolved administrations to

develop the Joint Fisheries Statement. This will set

out the policies for contributing to the

achievement of these objectives. Alongside this,

Defra is developing fisheries management plans to

help deliver on those policies. As part of this, Defra

wants to improve how they use quota. 

In 2022, Defra will apportion and allocate quota

using the same temporary methods that were used

last year. This is expected to change in future years

following this consultation.

HELP TO GROW: DIGITAL SCHEME
EXPANDED

The government scheme that cuts the price of

leading software, boosting productivity and growth

of UK small businesses, will now benefit even more

firms. The Digital Scheme eligibility has been

expanded to businesses with at least one employee,

meaning up to 1.2 million businesses could benefit. 

This means businesses can now access a £5,000

discount on 30 software solutions from 14 leading

technology suppliers for eCommerce, Digital

Accounting and Customer Relationship Management

software.

Additionally, the government has announced that

Help to Grow: Digital will support one-to-one advice

for SMEs on how best they can adopt digital

technology. The government will be launching

applications for advice platforms to partner with the

scheme from today, and the advice service will go

live later this year.

See: More than a million businesses now eligible for

Help to Grow as software scheme receives a boost -

GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

https://consult.defra.gov.uk/fisheries/consultation-on-managing-quota-in-2023-and-beyond/
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PARENTS WHOSE BABIES REQUIRE
NEONATAL CARE TO RECEIVE PAID
LEAVE UNDER A NEW LAW

Thousands of parents whose babies require

specialist care after birth will be able to take

additional paid time off work, under new

legislation backed by the government.

A baby who is born prematurely or sick will receive

neonatal care in a hospital or another agreed care

setting – often for a prolonged period of time. This

can put parents in a difficult position of having to

use their existing leave entitlements to be by their

baby’s side, or worse, having to return to work

while their baby is still receiving hospital care.

The Neonatal Care (Leave and Pay) Bill, introduced

by Stuart C McDonald MP and backed by the

government, will allow parents to take up to 12

weeks of paid leave, in addition to other leave

entitlements such as maternity and paternity leave,

so that they can spend more time with their baby at

what is a hugely stressful time.

Once in law, neonatal care leave will be available to

employees from their first day in a new job and will

apply to parents of babies who are admitted into

hospital up to the age of 28 days, and who have a

continuous stay in hospital of 7 full days or more.

As many parents across the UK are facing a rising cost

of living, today’s reforms will help ease future pressures

on families whose children require neonatal care by

ensuring they aren’t forced with the choice of taking

unpaid leave or continuing working. As well as

supporting families, it will also help employers who

want to better support their staff.

See: Parents whose babies require neonatal care to

receive paid leave under new law backed by

government - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

NUCLEAR FUEL FUND

The Nuclear Fuel Fund will seek to award grants to

projects that can increase the UK’s domestic nuclear

fuel sector. The goal is to reduce the need for foreign

imports and create the material used in nuclear power

stations to generate electricity, with funding going

towards designing and developing new facilities.

Up to £75 million in grants will be awarded to support

the development costs of investments into new nuclear

fuel capabilities in the UK, supporting a range of

reactor types and sizes, including small and advanced

modular reactors.

Government backing is there to encourage private

sector co-investment into the projects and ensure the

UK builds on its legacy of nuclear fuel innovation and

production.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/parents-whose-babies-require-neonatal-care-to-receive-paid-leave-under-new-law-backed-by-government


NEW REFORMS MAKING IT UNLAWFUL
FOR EMPLOYERS TO WITHHOLD TIPS
FROM STAFF

New legislation to make it unlawful for employers

to withhold tips from staff means that customers

will be certain that all tips go to hard-working

employees. The Tipping Bill will benefit more than

2 million workers and, for the first time, will give

them the right to see an employer’s tipping record.

Despite most hospitality workers (many of whom

earn the National Minimum Wage) relying on tips

to top up their pay, there are still businesses that

fail to pass on service charges from customers to

their staff.

The Employment (Allocation of Tips) Bill will

ensure that all tips go to staff by making it unlawful

for businesses to hold back service charges from

their employees.

See Cash boost for millions of workers as

government backs new law to ensure all staff

keep their tips - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

WOMEN IN INNOVATION AWARDS
2022/23: BRIEFING EVENT

Innovate UK’s Women in Innovation Awards 2022/23

will open on 22 August 2022. 

Pioneering women entrepreneurs will be awarded a

cash injection of £50,000 each, as well as a bespoke

package of business support, coaching and mentoring.

Join the briefing event to learn more about the scope of

this competition, the application process and the

support available for applicants.

You will also have the opportunity to hear from

inspiring leaders in business innovation and from past

and current Women in Innovation award holders.

If you are a female founder, co-founder or senior

decision maker working in a UK-based company, join

the online webinar on 18 August 2022 to find out more.

See: Women in Innovation Awards 2022/23 Briefing

Event - Innovate UK KTN (ktn-uk.org)

FARMING FUTURES R&D FUND:
SUSTAINABLE FARM-BASED PROTEIN,
FEASIBILITY STUDIES

UK registered organisations can apply for a share of up

to £12.5 million across the two strands of this

competition to develop innovative solutions for

sustainable farm-based protein production. This

funding is from the Farming Futures R&D Fund. The

competition opened on 25 July and closes on 21

September 2022.

See: Competition overview - Farming Futures R&D

Fund: Sustainable farm-based protein, feasibility

studies - Innovation Funding Service (apply-for-

innovation-funding.service.gov.uk)

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cash-boost-for-millions-of-workers-as-government-backs-new-law-to-ensure-all-staff-keep-their-tips
https://ktn-uk.org/events/women-in-innovation-awards-2022-23-briefing-event/?utm_campaign=2161073_Women%20in%20Innovation%20Newsletter%20July%202022&utm_medium=email&utm_source=dotdigital&dm_i=2VFU,1ABHT,71G88V,50K5E,1
https://apply-for-innovation-funding.service.gov.uk/competition/1227/overview/e6e4772f-2e64-43eb-bb68-f2e482c1d746


FERMANAGH AND OMAGH DIGITAL
SUPPORT PROGRAMME

Fermanagh & Omagh District Council’s Digital

Support Programme is designed to give businesses

expert advice and support with one-to-one

mentoring and workshops, so they can then

develop their digital skills within their industry.

The programme aims to enhance digital capabilities

and develop knowledge in new and existing

platforms including social media management and

advertising, SEO, PPC and website optimisation.

Each eligible business will benefit from a digital

diagnostic to establish their skills, gaps and

individual business needs, and then follow on with

one-to-one mentoring which will allow them to

develop a bespoke knowledge in digital marketing.

Thirty digital businesses will also be mentored to

upskill their team in all areas of digital marketing.

Workshops will help businesses develop digital

knowledge on existing platforms already widely

used as well as knowledge of new, emerging

platforms.

See: Home - Digital Support Programme

FUTURESCOPE SMART
MANUFACTURING EVENT

The UK innovation centre Digital Catapult is holding an

event that will offer the chance to hear from leaders in

the smart manufacturing sector and to understand what

smart manufacturing could do for your business and

your clients.

The in-person event on 17 August 2022 will host a live,

interactive briefing session on the FutureScope Smart

Manufacturing Programme. The programme is part of

the Smart Nano NI - a Northern Ireland consortium

collaborating to develop advanced prototyping and

smart manufacturing methods to deliver new

technologies.

Alongside highlighting what smart manufacturing could

do for your business, the event will explain the

application process for the FutureScope Smart

Manufacturing Experiment. The experiment is a 12-

week series of learning sessions to help you gain the

necessary skills and knowledge to introduce the

technologies, tools and techniques of Industry 4.0 in

your workplace. 

You also have the opportunity to request a one-to-one

briefing session with the Digital Catapult Northern

Ireland innovation team to see how this initiative could

work for you and your business.

Digital Catapult is seeking applications for the

FutureScope Smart Manufacturing Experiment from

manufacturing businesses through an open call which

will run from 2 August to 13 September 2022.

See: FutureScope Smart Manufacturing event

(nibusinessinfo.co.uk)

https://digitalsupportprogramme.com/
https://www.digicatapult.org.uk/how-we-can-help/what-we-offer/programme/futurescope/
https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/futurescope-smart-manufacturing-event


NEWRY, MOURNE AND DOWN MAKE
IT LOCAL BUSINESS SURVEY

Newry, Mourne and Down District Council is

launching the ‘Make It Local’ campaign which will

showcase the range of in-store and online

businesses operating throughout the district.

Independent businesses are invited to register

their interest in taking part in the campaign.

Three campaigns will be delivered by March 2023

and those businesses taking part will feature in a

campaign that will be delivered through digital and

print media.

See: Make It Local | NMDDC | Expression of

Interest Survey (surveymonkey.co.uk)

The Department of Agriculture, Environment and

Rural Affairs (DAERA) and the Agri-Food and

Biosciences Institute (AFBI) are inviting Northern

Ireland recreational charter skippers to apply for

the 2022 Northern Ireland CatcH And Release

Tagging (NI CHART) pilot scientific programme for

Atlantic Bluefin Tuna.

NI CHART is a pilot scientific/recreational

programme which plans to catch, tag and release

bluefin tuna safely in Northern Ireland waters in

order to collect relevant data, with an emphasis on

animal welfare. Note that only successful

applicants will receive a licence, and NI anglers

cannot legally target Bluefin Tuna outside of the

programme.

NORTHERN IRELAND CATCH AND
RELEASE TAGGING

The Department of Agriculture, Environment and

Rural Affairs (DAERA) and the Agri-Food and

Biosciences Institute (AFBI) are inviting Northern

Ireland recreational charter skippers to apply for the

2022 Northern Ireland CatcH And Release Tagging (NI

CHART) pilot scientific programme for Atlantic

Bluefin Tuna.

NI CHART is a pilot scientific/recreational programme

which plans to catch, tag and release bluefin tuna

safely in Northern Ireland waters in order to collect

relevant data, with an emphasis on animal welfare.

Note that only successful applicants will receive a

licence, and NI anglers cannot legally target Bluefin

Tuna outside of the programme.

See: Fisheries - Conservation and Protection |

Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural

Affairs (daera-ni.gov.uk)

TAX CHECKS ON TAXI LICENCES TO
BE EXTENDED TO NORTHERN
IRELAND

Legislation is being introduced in the UK Finance

Bill 2022-23 to bring in a check on tax registration

(a “tax check”) for renewed applications in

Northern Ireland to drive a taxi.

An applicant who wishes to renew a licence will

need to carry out a tax check. The Driver and

Vehicle Agency will have to obtain confirmation

from HMRC that the applicant has completed the

check before being able to consider their renewed

licence application.

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/CHMPNTB
https://www.daera-ni.gov.uk/topics/fisheries/fisheries-conservation-and-protection


The measure is intended to tackle part of the

hidden economy, consisting of individuals and

businesses with sources of taxable income that are

entirely hidden from HMRC. The hidden economy

tax gap is the difference between the amount of

tax that should, in theory, be paid, and what is

actually paid.

The legislative changes introduced will have an

effect on licence applications made from 1 April

2023.

See: Tax checks on taxi licences to be extended to

Northern Ireland (nibusinessinfo.co.uk)

Confidence building;

Instilling resilience;

Goal setting and achieving;

Dealing with fear and self-doubt; and

Your next entrepreneurial steps.

Belfast City Council’s Breaking Boundaries

workshops are designed to equip entrepreneurs

with the tools needed for their future business and

self-employment paths. Each session will be led by

Ciaran May, who is a speaker and performance

coach to some of Northern Ireland’s most

successful athletes. There will also be a guest

speaker at each workshop.

At the workshops, you will learn about:

For a place at one of these workshops, you will

need to be a Belfast resident with a business idea,

about to start a business or have been in business

and trading for less than six months.

See: Breaking Boundaries workshops for Belfast

entrepreneurs (nibusinessinfo.co.uk)

BREAKING BOUNDARIES WORKSHOPS
FOR BELFAST ENTREPRENEURS

https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/tax-checks-taxi-licences-be-extended-northern-ireland
https://www.nibusinessinfo.co.uk/content/breaking-boundaries-workshops-belfast-entrepreneurs

